MEANS OF TRANSPORT MISSING LETTERS IN WORDS

Write the missing letters in the boxes to complete the means of transport vocabulary:

c_r
pl_n_
tr_n
b_s
f_rry
t_x_
l_rry
m_t_rcycl_
h_l_c_pt_r
b_cycl_
sc__t_r
c_r_v_n
v_n
sh_p
_mb_l_nc_
_f_r__ng_n_
b__t
sn_wm_b_l_
tr_ct_r
MEANS OF TRANSPORT MISSING LETTERS IN WORDS ANSWER KEY

Write the missing letters in the boxes to complete the means of transport vocabulary.

- car
- plane
- train
- bus
- taxi
- ferry
- lorry
- tram
- helicopter
- motorcycle
- bicycle
- scooter
- caravan
- van
- ship
- ambulance
- fire engine
- boat
- snowmobile
- tractor
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